How does this revolutionary new technology work and attune Net energy vibration that was previously unknown?

Many experiments later, they discovered that “Carrier Tools” are part of a new energy that optimizes the positive and negative ion flow throughout the body.

Net takes either the positive or negative charge it needs for healing purposes.

Neutral Ionic Energy Healing Benefits (for all carrier tools):

- Increases light resonance in the body, i.e. increases the light’s ability to do work on a subatomic level in the cells
- Enhances Reiki, Prana, Chi/Qi energy flowing through the user/healer
- Optimizes the positive and negative ion flow throughout the body
- Increases inter-cellular communication
- Enhances mental clarity
- Facilitates the release of physical, emotional, chemical waste and “stuck energy” from the cells
- Improves lymphatic fluid flow; strengthens immune system function; enhances endocrine system balance; magnifies the “will” or motivational and creative forces of the user
- The ionic programming causes the carrier tools to continuously self-cleanse, and thereby eliminates the need for energy clearing

PRECAUTION: Overuse may cause the body to detoxify too rapidly and produce a “healing crisis”: cold/flu symptoms, itching, headaches, sore throat, etc. You may not find this new Quantum Physics discovery by the Singletons in Physics books yet.

Overview and Usage Instructions

The Energy of Life® (EOL™) Neutral Ionic™ Energy is a collection of positive and negative ions sharing space within particles, in which each particle has both positive and negative ionic potential (net-neutral particles).

Neutral Ionic Energy accelerates, amplifies and attunes light to specific frequencies that create a new energy vibration that was previously unknown. The net-neutral Ionic Energy vibrates the subatomic particles of mass, and allows previously stagnant energy to move, and corrects incoherent frequencies of light in the body. With proper use, the body’s Inner Knowing takes either the positive or negative charge it needs for healing, and discharges the rest.

Neutral Ionic Generator (aka IG-N):

This unique, first-of-its-kind device basically takes in separate positive and negative ions from the atmosphere, and once inside the device, the positive and negative ions are joined together into a stream of particles in which each particle has equal positive and negative ionic potential (net-neutral particles), which are very gently “bonded” together. The Generator has been most effectively used to imbed this ionic potential into Neutral Ionic Healing Products, as the complete IG-N is actually many sub-generators as well, making it too large and cumbersome for practical “portable” use. You may not find this new Quantum Physics discovery by the Singletons in Physics books yet.

Brief History of the Invention of The IG-N and the Neutral Ionic™ Carrier Tools:

Beginning in the late 1990’s, Aaron Singleton had a series of very specific dreams, telling him to build a Generator Device. These dreams included precise specifications on materials, measurements and machining instructions to create a very powerful, non-force technology for healing purposes. Together, he and Sue Singleton fine-tuned the details to build the entire system, including hiring out the precision machining of the parts. Once they began experimenting with it, they became more and more amazed at what was happening, in terms of human healing on physical, emotional and spiritual levels. Many experiments later, they discovered that “Carrier Tools” embedded with this energy were speeding up the healing process dramatically. However, it is important to follow the body’s Inner Knowing to avoid a “healing crisis” from over-use, until the body acclimates to these new and powerful tools.

Ionic Gold and Ionic Silver Solution

Rings of Oden™ Law of Grace Configuration

Net-Neutral Ionic Crystalline Light Resonators™

Path-Clear™ Neutral Ionic Pendant

Ionic Silver Solution

Neutral Ionic Energy of Life

You may not find this new Quantum Physics discovery by the Singletons in Physics books yet.
THE EOL NET-NEUTRAL IONIC TOOLS
Available exclusively through The Way To Balance®, LLC

ANCIENT LIGHT BRASS RESONATORS

Chakra Supercharger Ionic Pendant: Light resonance is increased in the body via a net-neutral ionic field that extends approximately 12 inches beyond the ends and 7 inches around the sides of the pendant. This causes denser, “stuck” areas of energy to open and flow normally. In addition to the net-neutral ionization, the Chakra Supercharger pendant is also programmed by the generator to increase the body’s cellular resonance to light, assist in the clearing/balancing of the endocrine and chakra systems, and help re-set the glands and chakras. It also balances the aura, and improves torus field energy flow, thus supporting immune system health. Works well in tandem with the BMG Balance Cards and EOL Chakra Activation Attunement Oil.

Patho-Clear Ionic Pendant: In addition to the net-neutral ionization, the Patho-Clear is also programmed by the generator to assist in the body’s recovery from acute or chronic illness and illness energy imprints. Its focus is to interrupt the replication cycles of bacterial, viral or fungal pathogens, thereby giving the body’s immune system an opportunity to eliminate them. This includes all strains in each category as well as mutations thereof. **NOTE: The Patho-Clear is not intended to be worn all day.** Initially, wear the pendant only 10-15 minutes to observe your body’s response. Then increase it by increments that are comfortable for you. Over time, most people will tolerate 1-4 hours daily. It is not recommended to wear it longer than 4 hours, even after adjusting to its energy. This pendant is a companion to the BBB-TBD Formula in Electrolyte Solution and Fire-Light Patho-Clear Body Serum (described in the EOL Other Natural Repair Product Usage). If you are highly sensitive, accclimate to the pendant first before adding the liquid formula or body serum to your protocol. You may use all three products, after acclimating.

Ionic Rings of Oden™: The Rings of Oden creates an energy vortex of net-neutral ions that increases light resonance in the body. The spiraling vortex of energy created by the Rings is more versatile and more powerful than a pyramid, and adaptable to numerous healing applications for both practitioners and laypeople. The Rings are described more completely in a separate Rings of Oden™ Product Usage Handout, as well as in the complete Rings of Oden™ Basic Manual, as well as advanced supplements, Modules # 2 and # 3. The Way To Balance, LLC teaches a series of Rings of Oden™ Healing Workshops at the Center and the Singletons certified 5 other instructors in RI, CT, MA, NH, AZ and VA for Levels 1 & 2. Check the Training & Events Calendar on our website for upcoming classes.

Other products in the Net-Neutral Ionic Rings of Oden line include:

- **Supercharger Pair**


**CRYSTALLINE LIGHT RESONATORS**

Ionic Amethyst Crystal Pendant: Stone of spirituality and contentment. Balancing of the intellectual, emotional and physical bodies. Facilitates transmutation of lower energies into higher frequencies, and thus is very healing and transformative. Strength, invigoration, peace. The ionic charge amplifies these effects and clears the crystal of mining and processing trauma. The Net-Neutral Ionic field extends out around the crystal approximately 3-4 inches and is helpful for general or systemic purposes within the body.

Ionic Garnet Crystal Pendant: Sacred to the Native American and African tribes, said to contain a bolt of lightening to manifest changes rapidly. It enhances the eternal fire to encourage creative ideas to be implemented into the physical. Also opens the sexual energies, while encouraging balance of sexual with the crown chakra energies. Reflects commitment and devotion. The ionic charge amplifies these effects and clears the crystal of mining and processing trauma.

Ionic Citrine Crystal Pendant: Dissipates and transmutes negative energy, and never needs cleansing or clearing. Chakra aligning, yin-yang balance. Stimulates mental focus, personal power and endurance. Helps promote optimism and dispel fear, anger. The ionic charge amplifies these effects and clears the crystal of mining and processing trauma.

Ionic Chrysocolla Crystal Pendant: Eases emotional heartache and renews strength, balance. Increases one’s capacity to love. Promotes harmony, communication and re-building of relationships. Helps eliminate negativity within a person and purify the home/office environment. Promotes balance between heaven and earth forces. The ionic charge amplifies these effects and clears the crystal of mining and processing trauma.

Ionic Fluorite Crystal Pendant: Discernment and aptitude. Helps to see both reality and truth behind illusion. For the physical body, cleansing, elimination of disorder. Very useful for serious illness or conditions, to assist the energies around cellular formation. The ionic charge amplifies these effects and clears the crystal of mining and processing trauma.
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**Ionic Lapis Lazuli Crystal Pendant:** Promotes connection between “heaven” (celestial kingdom or spiritual realm) and “earth” (physical body or grounded realm). Enhances perfection and total awareness within the user, to evolve toward “Oneness with all that is.” Protective and balancing of male-female energies, and encourages regeneration in the physical body. The ionic charge amplifies these effects and clears the crystal of mining and processing trauma.

**Other Ionic Crystal Pendants may be available from time to time, subject to change of styles or availability.**

**EMF PROTECTION JEWELRY**

The Amethyst, Chrysocolla, Sodalite and Citrine crystal beads in these necklaces were specifically programmed by Aaron and Sue Singleton’s Net-Neutral Ion™ Generator to not only withstand, but break up and release Electromagnetic Frequency (EMF) residues from the body and to create a protective barrier around the wearer. This all-natural process helps lessen the EMF load on your body from devices you commonly come into contact with and helps clear existing EMF residues. Also available are the **EMF Release Crystals**, the **EMF Clearing Mini-Matrix** and the **EMF Protection Medicine Bag**. Individual Product Usage Instructions are enclosed in the packaging for each of these products.

**LIQUID LIGHT RESONATORS**

**Ionic Gold Solution for Cellular Regeneration (external use only):** An ionically altered solution of gold, minerals and other transitional elements for external application. Through osmosis, the formula transfers an energetic resonance inside the cell walls. It facilitates inter-cellular communication and thus encourages regeneration and detoxification. Also extremely effective for enhancing the body’s ability to resonate with light therapies, particularly when combined with The Rings of Oden and other Net-Neutral Ionic Tools.

**Ionic Silver Solution for Detoxification and Lymphatic Stimulation (external use only):** An ionically altered solution of silver, minerals and other transitional elements for external application. Through osmosis, the formula supports the immune system function, particularly stimulating the body’s response to release foreign substances and toxins. It also encourages more balanced fluid flows throughout the body, especially the lymph system. Also extremely effective for enhancing the body’s ability to resonate with sound therapies, particularly when combined with The Rings of Oden™ and other Net-Neutral Ionic Tools.

**Neutral Ionic Tools.**

**Atomic Cell Salts:** Energy-enhanced transitional elements and sea salts are combined with specialized EOL™ compression techniques after charging on the IG-N. These elements can then more easily penetrate cell walls and stimulate repair of damage, and enhance hydration within and between cells. Best used with the color red (Red Light Box Therapy, Infra-Red Light, or Red Cloth) and The Rings of Oden™. Safe for external use or internal consumption.

**BBB-TBD Formula in Electrolyte Solution:** A targeted frequency enhancement to Atomic Cell Salts, to assist in the healing of Borrelia, Babesia and Bartonella (Lyme Disease and Tick Borne Disease Co-Infections). This liquid is a companion to the **Patho-Clear Ionic Pendant** and **Fire-Light Patho-Clear Body Serum**.

**Brain Detox Formula in Electrolyte Solution:** A targeted frequency enhancement to Atomic Cell Salts, to assist in clearing the brain of toxins, such as medical and recreational drug residues, solvents, plastics, insecticides, herbicides and other chemicals.

**TOPICAL CREAMS**

**Cell Rejuvenator Cream with Oxygen Catalyst:** This organic palm kernel oil has excellent natural healing properties, including anti-bacterial, anti-fungal, anti-inflammatory, and is a rich source of vitamins E, K, A, phytosterols and fatty acids. In addition, through the Net-Neutral Ionic process, it is ionically activated to attract O³ (ozone), oxygen and assist cellular detoxification and repair. Among the many benefits:

- May reduce skin wrinkles, laugh lines, crow’s feet, etc. due to its deeply penetrating moisturizing properties.
- Beneficial for bacterial and fungal skin conditions, blemishes, athlete’s foot, diaper rash, and more.
- Accelerates healing of cuts, burns, insect bites, stings, eczema, etc.
- Facilitates rapid release of excess heat from sunburn, decreasing tissue damage.
- Reduces or eliminates scarring when used during the healing process.
- Cell Rejuvenator cream’s healing properties are enhanced when applied just prior to a healing session with The Rings of Oden, EOL, Reiki, Pranic Healing, Chi Kung, Yoga, etc.
- Penetrates deeply as a massage cream for a variety of chronic conditions.
- Helps retain more surface moisture, decreasing skin dehydration.
- Safe for pets too—cats, dogs, horses, etc. with scrapes, eczema, bites.

**APPLICATIONS AND USAGE GUIDELINES for EOL NET-NEUTRAL IONIC TOOLS**

- **NET-NEUTRAL IONIC RINGS OF ODEN™**
  - For initial use, we recommend using the Rings of Oden only 15-45 minutes at a time. Gradually increase usage times over a few weeks or a month.
  - It is best not to use your Rings of Oden in a dark or poorly lit room. The Rings draw energy from the light.
If you have taken the EOL Visionary Acupressure course, use the Rings for added benefit, according to your training.

Do not use or store your Rings near magnets, cell phones, Wi-Fi, electronics, or AC/DC currents. Do not wear magnets, Q-link, Tachyon, or other electronic or charged products while working with the Rings. Their energies may be amplified beyond what is needed by the user. Do not wear copper bracelets when you are the recipient of healing with The Rings of Oden, as they may reduce the inflow of ionic energy.

Do not allow the Rings of Oden to be scanned by X-ray or electromagnetic airport scanners. These may distort the Rings’ energy. In the event this happens, or exposure to Wi-Fi, etc. has occurred, the BioMorphic Geometry™ Net-Neutral Ionic Repair Card may be used to repair and refresh them, as well as the other Net-Neutral Ionic Tools.

Store the Rings where they are not in direct contact with your body. They should have air around them, and may be stored in an open box or a basket.

**IONIC BRASS AND CRYSTAL TOOLS**

- You may use the crystals and brass tools as a pendant or necklace; in meditation by placing them on targeted areas of your body, specific chakras.
- Your initial few days of use, we recommend you use the brass or crystal tool only 15-30 minutes, and remove it. Store it where it is not in direct contact with your body, and not in your pocket.
- Gradually, over the course of a few weeks, or a month, as your body adjusts to the new energy, you may use it for a full 8-18 hour day.
- Be creative and resourceful for other applications of these tools!
- The Acu-Wand has a separate Product Usage Booklet
- See Patho-Clear Pendant specific guidelines on page 2 of this handout

**IONIC GOLD AND IONIC SILVER**

- For both formulas, the basic application is the same. Shake the bottle well prior to each use.
- Apply 1 drop each at the following locations and rub it in: 1-2 inches below the navel, upper chest (Thymus), and inside each wrist.
- Apply no more than once daily for the first week. Thereafter, you may apply it twice daily for 1 week, then three times daily, if needed. But applications should not exceed 3 per day.
- May be used alone, or in combination with other EOL™ Net-Neutral Ionic™ Tools, such as The Rings of Oden™, Crystal Pendants, and Light or Sound Therapies.

**ATOMIC CELL SALTS**

- Shake the bottle well prior to each use.
- Apply 1 drop each at the following locations and rub it in: 1-2 inches below the navel, upper chest (thymus gland), inside each wrist, and just above the bridge of the nose (lower forehead).
- Apply no more than once daily for the first week. Thereafter, you may apply it twice daily for 1 week, then three times daily, if needed. But applications should not exceed 3 per day.
- Best when combined with the color red (Red Light Box Therapy, Infra-Red Light, or Red Cloth) and The Rings of Oden™, May also be used in combination with other EOL™ Net-Neutral Ionic™ Tools, such as the Rings of Oden™, Crystal Pendants, Brass Pendant, Light, Sound and Aromatherapies.
- For internal consumption, add 1-5 drops per liter of filtered or spring water, per your intuition or instructions from your practitioner. The second week, increase to 3-8 drops per liter. Thereafter, either maintain, or increase, according to your individual needs.
- Atomic Cell Salts may be added to Left Spin or Hexagonal water (water charged by these specific Ring Of Oden configurations) to facilitate deeper detoxification and clearing.

**BBB-TBD AND BRAIN DETOX FORMULAS IN ELECTROLYTE SOLUTION**

- For all three formulas, the basic usage is the same. Shake the bottle well prior to each use.
- Begin with 1 drop beneath the tongue, hold for 1 minute, then swallow. Do this twice daily the first 2-3 days.
- If no uncomfortable symptoms arise, proceed to 2 drops, 3 times daily for 2-3 days. If you experience symptoms of discomfort, contact your practitioner for guidelines, or stay at a lower dose longer.
- For most individuals, the optimal dose is 3 drops, 3 times daily. Stay on the formula until you consult with your practitioner.
- If you are highly sensitive, acclimate to the Patho-Clear Liquid Formula.

**CELL REJUVENATOR CREAM WITH OXYGER CATALYST**

- This formula is semi-liquid, and it melts at skin temperature. Apply directly onto any afflicted areas, or to any wrinkles, moles, or skin tags. A very small amount is needed, apply it lightly.
- Please store below 95°F, to maintain the integrity of the ingredients and the net-neutral ionic process. We recommend refrigeration during hot weather.
- In addition to the benefits and applications described with its description, it relieves itching from rashes and insect bites (apply it directly on the affected area), and its effect for that purpose is amplified when combined with the EOL Aromatherapy Sinus and Bronchial Rescue applied directly on the area, and the Acu-Wand (use the pointed end around the circumference of the bite, then apply the blunt end to the center of the bite area).

**NOTICE:** The information in this document has not been reviewed by the FDA, and is not intended to diagnose, cure or treat any allopathic medical condition. These products are for self-empowerment and define healing on a spiritual, energetic and cellular level; they are not medical devices. The examples contained herein are not intended to be used in place of medical evaluation or treatment by a qualified medical professional.
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